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’People’s Right To Know’

Dean Gilbaugh Urges Open Meetings to Press
By SCOTT MOORE
Editor
Dr. John W. Gilbaugh, dean
of the college, yesterday strongly urged that faculty meetings
throughout California, including
SJS’s Academic Council, be opened to the press.
"In a public tax-supported institution the people have a right
to know ... the press should be
invited. I feel vcr y strongly
about this," he said in an interview yesterday.
OPEN MEETINGS
Dean Gilbaugh. an ex-officio
voting member of the Academic
Council, said he believes "all
colleges" should open academic
councils or senates to the press.
"The SJS faculty would be

demic Council, in reality, is a
"legislative" body instead of a
purely "advisory" one.
"When its recornmendations
for policy are tantamount to approval, the council becomes a
legislative bcdy, not just a faculty meeting," he declared.

making quite a substantial error
if it did not vvant to share the
information on a first-hand basis with the press," he said.
NO SECRETS
"We should have nothing,"
he continued, "pertaining to
management of an institution,
involving the expediture of funds
provided by the taxpayer, that
the public does not know."
He said, ’There is a considerable amount of difference between a private instiution and a
tax-supported public instiution.
"It have no reservation about
a private instiution managing its
affairs in any way it wishes, but
this is not true of a publicsupported institution."
He contended that the Aca

RECOMMENDATIONS

DR. JOHN W. GILBAUGH
.
. Dean of the College

An Academic Council differs
from a faculty meeting in that
it considers "college policy relating to the students and to
personnel matters, such as tenure and promotion policies," he
said.
"These reconunendations as
made are actually tantamount
to approval," Dean Gilbaugh repealed.

"These things have considerable interest on the part of the
public because it is paying for
the programs."
He asked, "Why shouldn’t the
public hear the council debate
and hear all sides?"
Right now, he said, "the public
hears only one side.
"In my opinion, the release of
council actions through a third
party constitutes, in effect, managed news," he declared.
"The persons who are paying
their (faculty) salaries must not
be denied the right to know what
is going on,"he said.
VIOLATES
Dean Gilbaugh further charged that ctuTent Academic Coun-

cil press restrictions violate the
"spirit" of the state’s Brown
Act, although not the letter of
the act.
BROWN ACT
Brown Act legislation makes
it mandatory for public agencies
to conduct meetings open to the
press and the public.
"The Brown Act is one of the
most significant pieces of legislation ever enacted in the state.
In a state supported institution,
We should keep within the spirit
of the act, whether we are obligated to do so or not."
He emphasized that he "is
concerned not only with SJS but
vvith higher education in general and public tax-supported
institutions in particular."
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City Councii O.K.’s

Seventh Street Closure

Ready, Set . . .

Gemini 6 astronaut Tom Stafford is helped into his space
capsule by NASA official. Yesterday Stafford and Walter
Schirra were launched into
space rendezvous with Gemini 7.

Gemini Rendevous;
Only Six Feet Apart
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(UPDFour American astronauts
in the "Spirit of 76" Gemini spaceships rendezvoused ancl flashed
around the world 6 to 10 feet
apart yesterday in man’s greatest
cosmic adventure.
They vvere flying "in good style
and good comfort," reported Mission Control as the United States
pulled off a historic space feat
that is vital to all future MiSSIORS,
including the attempt to land men
on the moon by 1969.
Gemini 6 astmnauts Walter M.
Schirra and Thomas P. Stafford
caught up with Gemini 7 space
champions Frank Borman and
James Lovell at 2:27 p.m. EST,
185 miles above the Western Pacific.
The extraordinary meeting between the four men came 5 hours

and 50 minutes after Gemini 6
blasted of at 8:37 a.m. EST in
perfect style from Cape Kennedy’s
launch pad 19.
They were so close that Schirra
and Stafford could inspect the
faces of record-holders Borman
and Lovell and see how they
looked after more than 11 days in
snaoe.
Meanwhile the director of the
nation’s manned spaceflight projects said yesterday a successful
rendezvous of the Gemini 7 and 6
spacecraft puts the United States
ahead of its space schedule.
But Director George E. Mueller
added that Russian scientists were
"stepping up the pace of their
space program perhaps even more
rapidly than we are."
"We also have accomplished all
but one of the mission objectives,"
he said.

The San Jose City Council this
week approved the Board of Trustees’ proposal to permanently close
Seventh Street, according to Executive Dean C. Grant Burton.
MY Manager A. P. Hamann
and City At tor ney Ferdinand
Palle were instructed by the councilmen to draw up an agreement
with the California State College
Trustees for street closures necessary to provide SJS with an integrated campus.
It will be bounded by S. Fourth
and 10th Streets and San Fernando and E. San Salvador Streets.
The Board of Trustees also announced its intention to request
approximately $1,850,000 from the
Legislature for the depression of
San Carlos Street between 4th
and 10th StreeLs, a dedication
will be made to the city of San

No Spartan Daily
Spartan Daily viill discontinue
publication beginning tomorrow
and through to Jan. 5.
Closing hours for tlie library
are tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. Hours
from Dec. 20-23 are 8 a.m. to
5 p.m.; Def. 24 from 8 a.nt. to
noon; Dec. 27-31 from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m.
The library will he closed
Dec. 18, 19, 25, 26, and Jan. I
and 2. Regular hours will resume
Monday, Jan. 3.

Jose a right-of-way on 4th Street
between San Carlos and San Salvador Streets.
During the meeting, several
councilmen expressed concern on
what guarantees the cfty woulrl
have that the Legislature would
provide the necessary funds for
the street closures.
Dean Burton predicted that
pressure will be put on the Legislature to back the Master Plan.
He also stated that funds were
budgeted during the last Legislative session for widening of San
Fernando Street bordering the
campus and cited this as a measure of the Legislature’s good faith.

No. 56

Chad A. Schneller

Grad Rep Appointed to ASB
After more than an hour of
debate in and out of executive
se§sion Student Council last night
aproved the appointment of Chad
A. Schneller, business manageznent student, as graduate representative to council by a 10-2-0
vote.
Graduate Representative Richard Epstein and Senior Representative Dick Miner voted "no" on
the appointment, Miner saying the
"full membership of council" (18)
should have the opportunity to
discuss an "important appointment of this nature."
Schneller is vice-president of the

Society for the Advancement of Dr. Unruh’s request by a 5-6-1
Management (SAM) and is slated’ vote. Yesterday’s vote was 8-7-2
to be SAM president next semes- in favor.
ter. He is also a forrner member
In sending the measure to counof the ASB Orientation, Sparta- cil the Financial Advisory Board
camp and Student Publications (FAB) restated its originid recommendation to allocate the
Advistory committees.
Schneller is a member of Alpha money by a nearly unanimous
vote. Council finance officer John
Tau Omega fraternity.
In other action, council narrow- Bruckman cast the only "no" vote
ly passed all allocation of $243133 in FAB.
Jack Groban, junior representato send Dr. Dan W. Unruh, director of the ASH intramural pro- tive, urged the appropriation of
gram, to Norman, Okla., next the money, stating Dr. Unruh
spring for a national convention would gain experience and new
ideas from other intramural diof college intramural directors.
Last week council turned down rectors at the convention and
thus be able to improve the intramural program at SJS.
Jack Perkins, senior representative, reiterated his opposition to
the bill, saying the school would
receive "indirect benefit at best"
from Dr. Unruh’s attending the
interested in raising campus opin- convention.
ion on college issues. They ask
Dr. Unruh, associate professor
that the library be kept open until of physical education, said his atmidnight during final examina- tendance at the convention would
tions, and also suggest that regis- greatly benefit SJS, in that he
tration packets be mailed to stu- would "he able to rub shoulders"
dents in order to decrease regis- vvith intramural directors from all
tration confusion.
parts of the nation.

Pres. Clark
Tells Students Petitions Circulated
Be Critically’

"The underlying goal of higher
education is to teach students to
think critically," Pres. Robert D.
Clark said yesterday in a speech
before 50-75 students in Concert
Hall.
Pres. Clark was the third speaker of the fall lecture series sponsored by Collegians for Educational Responsibility.
The end of the college student,
Pres. Clark said, should not simply
be to acquire knowledge, but to
learn to apply thought and reason
to the knowledge he has.
"Thinking critically is central to
every discipline, and central to
success in every profession and
vocation," Pres. Clark declared.
"To achieve mastery in any
field, you must bring criticism to
bear on what you know, or you
are a sort of tran.smission mind,
not an active member of your
Two members of the Student profession.
"Great men know they do not
Activities Board (SAB), and the
anSJS and City police discouraged’ possess final and definitive
Clark said. "They.
Karen Goodman, 22, junior in art SWCIN," Pres.
have learned to stand critically
history, from selling calenders on
arid look at what they have
Seventh Street by threat of arrest
learned. You, as college students.
yesterday afternoon.
should think independently, criAccording to Miss Goodman,
tically, even in contradiction. to
"Two members of SAB (John
your instructor.
Gruehl, chairman, and Jeff Ze"Where there JR difference, them
man, attorney) approached me and is learning going on, and knowlschool permit edge is advanced.
asked if I had
to distribute literature on cam "Critical thinking can be sharppm" Later an SJS policeman, ened by the methodological apFrank Schoff, and a city police- proach," Pres. Clark said. He adman instructed her to leave or be vised students to learn formal aparrested.
proaches to critical thinking, such
She then retreated to the cafe- as logic and mathematics.
teria where she stated she was
"Critical thinking requires both
refused a permit to sell.
depth anti breadth of knowledge,"
Ira Meltzer, co-editor of The Pres. Clark added. "You can’t have
New Student, invited Miss Good- critical thinking without the
Man to sell the calendar under knowledge on which to exercise
its auspices.
it."

Two petitions requesting improvements in registration procedures and extension of library
hours during finals are being circulated from booths on Seventh
Street today and tomorrow.
The petitioners describe themselves zia a group of SJS students

Coed Halted
From Selling
’Calendar

nek4 gPieP
Hillel Discussion
"Chanukkah," a ceremony and discussion commemorating the
Maccabbean fight for the right to he different and national survival
in the face of Hellenistic expansion will be presented tonight by the
Hillel organization, 7:30, at 79 S. Fifth St.
The Rabbi Charles Familant, Halle! counselor, will conduct the
discussion.

Group Flight
Student, intew,led

est,1%,,d ion. lie .1 el out) flight departing
from San Francisco to London June 27, 1966, may call 293-3992, according to to Thomas Ryan, SJS professor of music.

Cheer Workshop
The second of three workshops to prepare students for the Jan. 6
cheerleading tryouts will he held tonight in PER101A beginning at 7.
The final workshop will be held tin Jan. 4 at the same place and time. I

Pres. Lights Tree

President Robert D. Clark officially opened the Christmas Tree
lighting ceremony by turning on the switch to the SJS official
Christmas tree sitting atop the Engineering Building ledge. The
23 -foot Douglas fir was donated to the school by Mr. and Mrs.
Byron Bollinger. The program was opened by the Mee’s Ghee
Club under the direction of Brent Heisinger.
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Editorial Comment

Expose FAB Power
The Financial Advisory Board
(FAB) nieetings have been closed to
the press and public since F’AB %as

ties that confronted the Chess Team,
Heed magazine. KSJS and a host of
other organizations before any of them

created many years ago. Itnportant
deliberations affecting the very nature

received any kintl of allocation to recognize the powerful influence of FAB

of ASB government take place behind
the closed doors of FAB meetings.

on stutlent government.
Any organization with this much

This student-faculty -administration
committee of 10 members tnakes rec-

power should not meet behind closed
doors. The press must be there to re-

ommendations as to the nature and
scope of ASB appropriations for athletics. cultural acti% ities, homecoming

cord relevant debate and actions taken
to adequately inform the students.

and all other programs and activities
that fall under the auspices of the

We ttrge Pres. Hobert D. Clark,
the Academic Council. ASB I’res. John
I lendricks and the Student Council to
mole swiftly in opening these meetings

ASB.
advisory

_Although F.AB, in reality. is an
body, the board’s recom-

to the public and press.
The opening of FAB to both the

mendations may only be inerturned
by a two-thirds majority of the total

press and public would go a long way
toward eliminating the atmosphere of

membership of Student Council. One
need only recall the massive difficul-

suspicion and mistrust aroused by the
closed nature of FAB’s meetings.

Man and Superman

Staff Room

’Inept Charge in Error’
By ROGER ALLEN
Spartan Daily
Student Government Reporter
This writer disagrees strongly with the
tone of yesterday’s Spartan Daily editorial

Thrust and Parry

Vice President Backed; Decor Lauded
’Splter Not To Blame;
Disdain Hurts Actions’
Editor:
As a senior representative on this year’s
Student Council (a council which has been
under fire of late for its so-called "lack of
productivity") and a past member of last
year’s council (a body which was widely
lauded as being one of the most effective of
recent memorylneither of which labels will
I attempt to justify because of space limitation--perhaps I can offer a brief appraisal
of yesterday’s editorial criticizing Jerry
Spotter as a "roadblock to progressive action."
The vice president’s ability to perform
his official function WEIS castigated without
much of an indication as to what these functions are and how they should be performed.
(One might note that the ASB Constitution
is very vague here as well.) How about some
constructive advice?
It was also mentioned that the vice president as chairman of council was responsible
for "knowledgeable guidance.’’ The fact remains that only part of the blame should
be placed on Spotter here.
Pres. John Hendricks has shown a marked
disdain for conference with his vice president
in all but Lhe most petty circumstances. If
this had been a recent development, perhaps
some credence for this could be found in the
president’s realization that Spotter was in
fact, incompetent. But the animosity which
has pervaded their relationship since the election last spring has greatly affected the vice
president’s ability to adequately relate to
council. It has also served to intensify any
differences of opinion arising between the
council and the president himselfwitness
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Hendrick’s recent appointment difficulties as
but one example.
There are many more factors to he cons
sidered here than just asserting tbat Spoiler
is inept. Not all the blarne can be dip.erert
at the vice president.
Dick Miner
Senior Representative
A11278

’Hoover Ilall Women
Display Holiday Spirit’
Editor:
Those who did not see either the program
presented by the ladies of Hoover Hall or
their dorm and wing decorations missed something very unique and wonderful. I think that
if there is such a thing as school or holiday
spirit, Sunday’s presentation by these ladies
typified it. It was not only inspired but inspiring, to which this letter attests.
I know that Pres. Clark and other officials
of the college were especially impressed by
the very carefully planned continuity of
themes and decorations, which began almost
at the front door and continued without a
break to the ends of the third floor.
The school as a whole and every individual
can accept a lesson in the value and rewards
of working together from the ladies of Hoover
Hall. It is good works iike theirs that makes
my positon of ASB Representative an honor,
and I offer them both my congratulations and
my thanks.
Jack Grohan,
Jti .. i .. r Representative
A9837

’Bigot’ Label Borders
Slander, Writer Says
Editor:
In her "humorous" Christmas story, Sande
Lange describes a gathering of "bigots" celebrating pictures of Messrs. Richard Nixon,
Barry Goldwater, and Ronald Reagan. Since
Miss Lange is a journalist, she undoubtedly
knows that an unsubstantiated, oblique smear
is character assassination at its demonic wrest
and is indeed bigotry of the ba.sest kind. If
Miss Lange thinks she can make a case proving these gentlemen bigots. let her try, for
I am waiting. But of she cannot, or dares
not, let her retract her slander, for then indeed, it is she who is the bigot.
Michael Ross
A1001
Voting Republicans

’Council Power Rests
In Hendricks’ Moves’
FAItor
Your erlito.tal of Dec. 15 accuses Jevry
Spotter ASB vice president, of being iftefficlent, humbling and inane. I airree, but to leave

a

the matter there seems absurd, a little bit
like criticizing Eliza Doolittle for having a
too perfect accent.
The editorial is especially confusing when
compared with your pro-Hendricks editorial
of a week ago. If we wish to place responsibility for council’s actions or inactions, let’s
go to the source of the problem, to the puppet
master as it were. The source of the problem
is not Jerry Spoiler but John Hendricks,
Let’s face it, Hendricks is running council,
and if Spolter loks a little absurd, it is only
due to his frantic attempts to implement
Hendrick’s policies.
I agree that everyor.e should attend council
meetings. Once them, however, watch the
way Hendricks operates, the executive sessions called, after which votes suddenly
change, the manner In which SPUR council
members follow Hendrick’s direction., etc. etc.
Yes, attend council, but keep your eyes on
the real power, keep your eyes on John
Hendricks.
John Hansen
A15105

condemning Jerry Spoiler, ASB vice presi-

dent and Student Council chairman.
TI eh Chairman Spolter lacks a
thorouglt knowledge of parliamentary procedure, and consequently has to rely on
Pres. John Hendricks and several council
members for help in this area, he is not,
in this writer’s opinion, "acting as a roadblock to progressive action through his inefficiency and incompetence."
Spolter is not, by any manner or means,
a superb administrator nor a gifted governmental theoretician. The vice president
returning to student
is inexperienced
government after a year’s absence and
has had to chair a council through several controversial budgets and important
amendments to both the ASB constitution
and council legislative acts.
He also has had to contend with much
political bickering and maneuvering at
council meetings. These tasks alone would
tax the abilities of even the most seasoned
master of parliamentary procedure and
governmental machinery.
The pressures on Chairman Spolter
are great and %aried. He has had to learn
his job under fire, and he is learning it
still.
While Spolter is not the Lyndon Johnson of Student Council, he does not, in
the opinion of this writer. deserve the
heavy-handed bludgeoning he received at
the hands of Editor Scott Moore.

By TOM MEAD
What makes Christmas a special time
of the year is the fact that man actually
lers why Santa is fat, why
stops and
he wears a red coat and why his vocidni.
lary is confined to "Ho, ho, ho."
Man doesn’t take this time of the
year to search out the answer to "Peace
on earth." for as Merrill Mueller, NBC
radio and TV commentator, said recently,
"Peace is abnormal to mankind."
Peace is like a rare, exotic food. It is
unbearably temptng but contains too many
calories.
SOURCE OF JOY
Man is simply content with a stint&
qtto of conflict. He is masochistic in nature
inasmuch as there is a jo) receied from
pain and death.
It is because of this burning desire
to propagate sufferng that man sets aside
a special time of the year to rejoice in
the name of "peace on earth."
And the angels and archangels rejoiced
with "Stiffer on earth, Peace, good will
be unknownst to ye."
LOST EXTREMES
In the beginning, God created Heaven
and Hell, and the biggest qttestion of
mankind is, where did He put them?
Certainly, He did not bestow them
upon mankind, or Noah Webster has
given us the wrong definition.
Man is so unaccustomed to peace that
he thinks he is fighting wars, starving
childrett and allowing death in the name
of peace.
PEACE DEFINITION
His rationalizations go to such an extent that peace, under his definition is
something for which you take up a gun
and go out into the rice paddies to shoot
and kill.
Man’s logistical pattern is so warped
that he can go so far as to set aside one,
day, ask his fellow men to put down those
guns and rejoice in the name of peace.
"Oh peace, peace, peace. You are ouri
leader, Take us under your fold and shoa,
us the way."
His imie of peace is such that it allows:
for little fat men to shine in bright red
suits and cry out. "Ho, ho, ho" while
stuck in someone’s chimney.
CHILDISH BRIBE
And the philosophy of "If you’re nice.,
little children, he’ll bring you all sorts
of goodies" is the biggest bribe for closing
your eyes to a troubled world in (lire
need of peace.
Mankind will encounter another Christmas shortly, and it will pass just like the
rest.
People will talk about peace and win
preach good will, but when the 2611i of
this month rolls arotuul, it will be just
like the other 26’s, one helltiva fightin,g
day.
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’Series Adds SPUR Misconceptions’
EDITOR’S NOTE: This article is a reply to the
thrms-part series on student government by Gary
Kleemann, and presents other considerations for
rotors and prospective candidates in the spring
elections.
By KEN HENDERSON
I have read with interest the first two articles by Gary Kleemann and am pleased to
see any open discussion of ASB politics, even
of it does take the form of a three-part Song
of Praise to SPUR.
However, now that Kleemann, a one-time
SPUR candidate and SPUR vice-chairman,
has given his views, I think that the other
side of the story should be presented.
Kleemann sets out to "clear up a few misconceptions about SPUR" but erix up by
adding a few new ones, particularly in his
list of SPUR accomplishments.
DEDICATED WORK
SPUR has, we are told, "led the battle"
for the College Union, Tower Hall, and the
Visiting Scholar Program. In reality the
credit for these and most other innovatiorm
belongs, not to any political party, but to the
year-round herd work of dedicated, nonpartisan individuals, many of whom are annoyed when SPUR chooses to make a political
football out of these issues at election time.
"After each electi(m," says Kleemann, "with
the reason for its existence gone, the organization (SPUR) disbands." And the fight to
sav Tosver Hall, etc., is again left to these
individuals.

But the most colorful of Kleemann’s journalistic howlers are to be found in the section
on "Greek domination," which he says, mysteriously enough, "is sad and unfortunate, but
experience has shown that it is not necessarily bad."
NEARLY ALL GREEK
Kleemann is rather vague on the matter
of why the SPUR candidates are nearly all
Greeks. He tells us that SPUR is "always
looking for interested students of various
backgrounds." He does not reveal where
SPUR has looked. but the results indicate
that the search has not ventured far from
llth Street.
In the next sentence we are informed that
"SPUR has attempted to offer as candidates
an equal number of Greeks and independents.
It has not always succeeded," he says, but he
again leaves us wondering why this valiant
attempt has failed.
He is quite emphatic, however, on the subject of Greek domination of appointive positions. This, he says, (and he is right), is
simply because more Greeks apply for the
positions than independents.
IRONIC QUESTION
He asks, in all sincerity, why more independents don’t apply. This is like asking why
more Negroes don’t apply for thc 1(u Klux
"Grand Dragon" prmitiona. Kleemarm acknowledges the "Greek domination" of the
ASS. but fails to realize the effect that this
has on potential independent applicants.
When facing a Personnel Selection committee of Kleemann, Clark Heinrich, et. al.,

even the most confirmed independent wishes
that he had some Greek letters to put in that
blank marked "other campus activities."
At the beginning of this article I attempted
to show that SPUR’s record of past achievement was at best doubtful. One thing that is
certain, however, is that this year’s SPUR;
administration has been utterly lacking any
creative, constructive ideas or programs.
NEW DISSATISFACTION
It is this lack which led the Spartan Daily
to observe that "Council is a mess," and
which led some 500 students, in one day, to
sign a "Recall Hendricks" petition. Worst (A
all, it has led to a nihilist attitude toward.
student government among a great many stu;
dents. They feel that it is absurd and childish)
They say that it is hopeless, and so refusit
even to work to improve it.
This attitude m;ty help to explain why only
one-fourth of the students vote in ASB elecJ
thins, and why some of the most qualified
persons stay out of campus politics.
It is time that we admitted that this SMI
and unfortunate situation is had, and it
time that we worked to improve it. The SPUR,
party has, again and again, simply failed to
pnxitice. And I am convinced, on the basis of
its preoccupation with maintaining the status
quo and extolling its past glories, and because
of its narrow Greek orientation, that it will
not and cannot bring about the changes which
SJS needs.
I hope that the student body will awaken
to these farts by the time of the April elections, and that Kleemann will then get a resounding answer to his question, "Where are
you, qualified independents?"
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Application Forms
For Co-Rec Posts
Still Available

Trri, tv
Ch:ttirt1:1, .11,

discussion.
IfispUril student Union, 7::30 a.m.,
1500 Emory St., S J.. Christmas
Party. tor fur ther infarmation call
294-4900.
Pi Alpha Nu, 460 S. Sixth St.,
Apt. 7, guest speake...
Gannon Th-t1 I pellitis. 8 p.m.,
423 N. 28th St . Aar. 7, sl1des,
10-15

Tomorrow is the last day for
applications for students interested in the positions of Weekend
Co-Recreation director and CoRec aides for next semester.
Application forms are available
in the College Union, 315 S. 9th.
Duties for the post of Co-Ree
director, which is salaried, include
planning and organizing recreational activities for weekend activities next semester.
The job requires working about
ten hours each week.
The post of Co-Rec aide is salaried and requires about five hours
work per week.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.
feteltiE

FREE GAS!
Win

FREE GAS!
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STUDIO

400 South First

294-554A

TA LES OE A SALESMAN
STATION 6 SAHARA

TOWNE

396 South First
292-6718
1433 The Alameda
297-3066
WHEN THE BOYS
mEET TtiE Gums
SITUATION HOPELESS,
BILLIE
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Characterized by the testive
Christmas atmosphere of an ()cep
health tefcre a blazing fire in the
living room of their nevtlypo..chased home, SJS President Robert Clark and his wife, Opal, staged an Open House Sunday.
Various SJS in,tructional dept.
chairmen and azademic deans
and their wives were on hand
to join the gala even( which offered through Christmas punch,
cookies and traditional fruit
cake the wish for a Merry Christmas and a prosperous New Veer.
The huge fireplace, figuratively
saying "Christmas" in the most
traditional Ametican sense, dominates an expansive living rcom
profiled by a high arched ceiling.
Decor textures and colors easily
’suggest the’ inast itiiking.features
of California. its climate and history.
The living room crowns the newly redectorated home. Spashes of
sunlight gold and maize, the color
of newly-ripened grain fields. are
aecented hy desert beige and
orange, the shade of California
poppies.
A rich Chinese crackle vase in
aqua, among other accessories
healing a hint of the Orient, is
reminiscent of the Chinese immigration when the first transcontinental railways spanner’ the U.S.
into San Francisco.
A suggestion of the majestic
Sierra Madre is found in and obout
the huge fireplace where pine C3,,fr.3S
are heaped to.the right of the open
hearth. Above on the mantel rides
a foot -and -a -half long Spanish galleon. a reminder of the Spanish
periarl and the colorful past that
Modern California has inherited.
The graceful full-blown sails seem
caught up in the midst of a Pacific
gale.
The dining room, lushly decorated in magenta and dusky pink
with touches of violet is carpeted
with an American-French rug reflecting the flair of the 1920’s. according to Mrs. Clark.
Of her new home, Mrs. Clark

commented, "We used to live in
a modern home--completely modern. All glassit was all glass
practically. There was no privacY
at all. We feel we are going to love
this home--it contains so many of
the ’old fashion’ things we want
in a home and yet is a very relaxed
style."
The home includes a library decorated in blues and greens and
accented by two walls of bookshelves lined with books of every
size and subject. It carries the
atmosphere of a wooded glen, a
perfect nook for curling up and
reading.
It is situated so that it looks out
on the backyard and circular
gardens centered on a bird bath.
To the north, the library faces a
small Spanish patio. encircled with
a low wall that appears to be of
adobe-brick.
On the library coffee table are
two open books. The titles are
"The Dynamics of Bureaucracy"
and "Revolution at Berkeley."
Mrs. Clark redecorated the kitchen in shades of sherbert, and
lime and avacado greens. "It was
an old fashioned kitchen and back
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porchwe threw it together and I
like the result," Mrs. Clark explained.
The entrance hall, adjacent to
the dining room and living room.
wears the most rosy of pinks, corn
plimented by a dusty rose carpeting that winds up the stairway
to a bedroom of cranberry reds,
pale-pale pinks and sandy beige.
The second bedroom on the second
floor of the two-story home takes
advantage of an array of pastels.
It was formery the room of the
youngest of the Clarks’ three
daughters, Laurie, who is now enrolled at the University of California at Santa Barbara.
The president and his wife have
two other daughters, both married.
The older daughter is Suzanne and
she and her husband have a fiveyear-old son, whose Thanksgiving
crayon drawing is now featured on
the kitchen wall of his grandparents’ new home.
The middle daughter, Virginia
and her husband will be in San
Jose to spend Christmas with her
parents, and then leave for a twoyear residence at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba.

4 WEEKS

A one-day social studies conferland American historical involveence wil be held at SJS Monday, ment in the Pacific basin.
December 27.
The conference includes a dayThe conference is jointly spon- time and an evening session.
sored by the Service Center for
Speakers for the day session
American Teachers of History, the will be Dr. Jay Monaghan, conCalifornia Council for the Social sulting librarian at the University
Studies and SJS.
of California at Santa Barbara.
The meeting gives social studies and Dr. Rodman Wilson Paul, proinstructors the opportunity to ex- fessor of history at California Inamine the we,twarri movement stitute of Technology.
Clyde Arbuckle, San Jose historian, will conduct a short tour
of the Almaden mines, followed by
The Student Activities Board an afternoon talk by Dr. Ray
(SAS) is concerned vtith the regu- Allen Billington at Huntington Lilation and discipline of social brary.
Main speaker at the evening
functions, on -campus contests and
sales and advertising of activities dinner at Hawaiian Gardens will
be Dr. Oscar O. Winther. professor
by campus groups.
of history at Indiana University.
Each participant in the conference will receive a bound copy of
the proceedings.
Cost for each person will be $5
for registration fees and an afternoon luncheon and $3.75 for the
dinner program.
Registrat1on mateHal may be
obtained from Dr. Ted C. Hinckley, associate professor of history.

$990.00 via Canadian Pacific
& Pan Am Jets.

A special tour for State College Students and
Teachers visiting Japan, Taiwan and Hong
Kong with Dr. Donald Newnan, Tour Coordinator from S.J.S.C. Engineering Dept.
For Information and Reservations call .

Dale Johnson Travel Service
318 Bank of America Building

297-7811
or

3550 Stevens Creek Blvd.

246-6686
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S.IS To Hold Conference
For Social Studies Teachers
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At SHARP rnen’s stores that carry the LATEST or write:
Antnin Co 1300 Santee St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90015
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Merry Christmas
and

Happy New Year

Voting Continues

From . . .

Voting lur MLA i Women’s 1;,-,
reation Associationi officers continues today in the Women’s Gym.
Any woman who has participated in a WRA sport this semester or last semester Ls eligible to
vote.
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Win 8.1
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mathematics department, while Mrs. Clark is
served Christmas punch by the wife of Dean
William Sweeney. At their right are Dr. Matthew
F. Vessel, chairman of the science education
department, and his wife.

Festive Christmas

with Purchase of 5 Gallons of Gas

at

Open House at the new residence of Dr. and
Mrs. Robert D. Clark Sunday was a festive affair
for SJS instructional department chairmen. academic deans and their wives. Dr. Clark is shown
welcoming Dr. Lester Lange, chairman of the
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TWO NEW BEACON
STATIONS
of

0 p.m., 79 S. Finn St.,
a cer emany and panel

THE

COLLEGE
BOWL
8th and Santa Clara

286-9710

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

THE MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN STUDIES
AN UPPER DIVISION LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE AND A
GRADUATE SCHOOL Offering Curricula Leading to the
B.A. and M.A. Degrees Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges. A few outstanding
freshmen admitted on special status.
Dotr
SPRING
Starting Date: Sat., Feb. 5. 1966
Closing Dote: Sot., May 28,1966
SUMMER
Starting Date: Mon., June 20, 1966
Closing Dote: Sat, Aug. 27. 1966
PURPOSE
- -To Develop a Better Understanding of Foreign Nations
and Their Cultures
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Private and Government Foreign Service
Advanced Secondary and Undergraduate College
Teaching
General Education with a Foreign Focus
International Conference Interpreters
International Journalism
PROGRAMS OF STUDY
LANGUAGES & CIVILIZATIONS
POLITICAL ARTS
Upper Division end Graduate
Lower Division, Upper Division
in History, Human
Courses
and GrAduale Courses in:
Geography. Economics, Dem
FRENCH
ography,
national RelaSPANISH
tions, Law. and Politics InteGERMAN
grated IOr tlie Study of:
ITALIAN
pHol IT, TO
RUSSIAN
ICRYS & CIPLOMACY
JAPANESE
With Concentration on WestMANDARIN CHINESE
,n EJrope. Russia & Eastern
CiriliLanguage LiterAture
Europe. East Asia, Near East,
ration
or Latin America
SCHOLARSHIPS
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Thursday. December 16, 19A5

Frightening Sea Venture

Pershing Rifles Initiates Pledges
Peri-ii,IL Rifles, SJS 11,,u ,dry
society 101. Army ROTC cadets,
held their initiation ceremony
for 12 pledges at the College
Chapel, Thursday, Dec. 14.

The Initiation was followed by
a banquet at. the Garden City
Hothi au with special guests including Col. Carl W. Ivie, professor of military science; Major
Eugene M. Johnson, assistant
professor of military science;
Sgt. Edward E. Bishoff, a n d
Specialist Lyn S. Adamson, memSgt. Major Stanley Halstead.
bers of the military science nonteaching staff.

Pledges are Terral Younger,
Laarence Duffield, Gerard Roney, Thomas Gaylord, John Whitman, Randolph Holladay, James
Caftan, William Jones, Henry
Remmers, Michael Knozovich,
Gary Bobenhausen and Richard
Confer.

Moderne Drug CO.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

geahAI Jicitrau
SPECIAL
$159
STUDENT’S DINNER
Served Deily
Famous

4:30.8 p.m.

Hofbrau Eland
Sunday:

Sophomore Meets Hurricane Emily

City Atrau

SJS Social Groups
Report on Activities

297-2002

51 So. Market

Carla fraThe tree Gruel, ot
ternity are in the final stages
of preparing an application for
their charter from national headquarters. According to Bill Sanders, rush chairman, the organization’s informal rush program
has proven very successful in recruiting members. Total number
of pledges cturently stands at
18.

Save
35%
on All
Your
Christmas
Gifts
at
VAUGHN’S

Sleeveless, V -Neck, Crewneck,
and Cardigan Sweaters.

*

Open every day until Christmas from 9:30 to 9:00
Across from SJS library.
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

I 24 So. 4th St.
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BEAU TIES 1
ENGAGEMENTS
Nancy Towle, senior English
major from Hillsborough and
member of Kappa Kappa Gamma, ham revealed her betrothal
to Martin McCormick, University
of Santa Clara business major
from Hillsborough. The couple
plan to be married July 11.
Arlene A. Pantie, graduate student in education from Burlingame, and fourth grade teacher
at Kirk School has announced
her engagement to James L.
Scallon, senior business management major from San Mateo and
part-time employe at IBM Corp.
The pair plan a July wedding.
Shirley Johnson, junior English
major from Pomona and member of Kappa Kappa Gamma
announces her betrothal to Ed
Battik, graduate business administration student from Santa
Monica and member of Theta
Delta Chi at Stanford. A June
wedding is planned.
Viotti Gardner, a junior sociology major from Los Angeles
recently became engaged to
David Stadler, senior sociology
major at Cal State, Los Angeles.
He is from Alhambra and a
member of Tau Kappa Epsilon.
A wedding date is set for August.
PINNING’S

senior sociology major from San Mateo who
is affiliated with Kappa Kappa
Gamma, and Mark Newhard,
senior civil engineering major
at Stanford whose hometown is
San Mateo, Wive announced their
pinning. Newgaid is affiliated
with Delta Tau Delta
Jeannie Baartn,

The male students who acted
as parade marshals during
homecoming were the same persons serving as ushers at the
Spartan programs and hosts for
visiting scholars to the college.
These hard-working persons are
the Spartan Shields, SJS sophmore honorary service organization for men students.
The group has devoted its
services to the college and the
community since its founding in
1949. During its first year of
operation, sophomore merLstudents were included in the memhership and recognized for their
outstanding scholarship in their
freshman year.
DUAL PURPOSE

Purpose of the Spartan Shields
today is two-fold. First, it is
an honor organization for outstanding male students in all
fields of study. Secondly, Spar
tan Shields is a service organization aiding the college and surrounding community.
Current eligibility requirements
are a 2.25 grade point average
with a 2.5 average for the semester before pledging.
WHO’S ELIGIBLE
Prospective candidates for
membership are nominated once
each semester by the presidents
of various campus living centers
and college organizations.
They are interviewed by a
rush commitee composed of current Spartan Shields membeh.

Soph Receives
Round -Trip Ticket
John Wooley, a civil engineering major, Is the Spartfui
Sweepstakes winner of a free
round-trip ticket to Los Angeles:
The ticket is donated by Padfic
Southwest Airlines.
Wooley plans to use his PSA
ticket to visit friends in Los
Angeles. He gave the correct
advertiser (Puritan Oil) and
guessed the exact tie-breaker
score of the SJS-Nevada basketball game.
Free pairs of tickets to the
United Artist Theater go to the
runner-up winners Collin Kajioka, Pat Jurkins, A. J. Bctelho,
Duane Okamoto, and Lee Juillerat

AMERICAN FAMILY STEAKHOUSE

TO PAY

23 No. Market St.
Open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily
297-9689
Downtown San Jose
Sizzling Steak Dinners and Great Sandwiches!
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Hclzhauer wasn’t really surprised at the
cool manner in which the crew of ten handled
the situation. "They had been through it before and knew what to expect," he concluded
MEAGER MEALS
Perhaps the most frustrating occurence
during the trip took place in the galley. Jeff
said the crew couldn’t eat for three days because the galley was flooded in six inches of
sea water.
"All the food was either drenched or bmken
open, except for six dozen eggs and a case
of beer- -but eggs, of all things!" The water
supply was contaminated, but, said Holzhauer,
"We still had to drink sea water; ever try
to open beer In a hurricane?"
Would he care for further adventures on
the bounding main? "If I knew we wouldn’t
sink, I’d go again." But he acknowledged that
unu.sual experiences that have marked his life
thus far. "Last summer I was chased by three
twelve-foot Alaska Brown bear, so if my life
won’t be normal, why fight it,"

Spartan Shields Support
Service, Scholastic Aims

Tape Retarders

a

Downtown

and Mrs. Bart Collins of San
Jose, is a junior English literature major.
Other coeds in the royal entourage include Carla Snider,
Chi Omega; Deane Cleary, Delta
Zeta; Maureen Dunn, Alpha Phi;
Laurie Staley, Chi Omega; Wendy Frank, Alpha Chi Omega
and Randy Karel, Alpha Epsilon
Phi.

*

After 103 hours of continuous
swinging for the "Toys for Tots"
drive, the members of Sigma
Nu fraternity calculated nearly
1000 toys and $4,100 in money
donations for their efforts. Sigma Nu sponsored their five-day
swingathon in connection with
the US Marines annual Christmas toy drive.
.
The Star Palace in San Francisco was the scene of last
week’s Founders Day banquet
and alumni gathering of Kappa
Sigma fraternity.
Bill Brunick, Fred Castagna
and Dan Dahlen were given
awards for scholarship and
achievement at the evening affair.
Jeannie Collins, 20, of Gamma
Phi Beta sorority, was crowned
ELS the first Sweetheart Queen
of Kappa Sigma at a dinnerdance held Friday at the Mark
Hopkins Hotel in San Francisco.
Miss Collins, daughter of Mr.

a

FRIGHTENING TIME
The hurricane was so bad, he said, "You
couldn’t tell the difference between night and
day. I was scared to the bones, but most of
the crew just slept throu0 it all in their
bunIts. The captain stayed at the wheel for
48 hours without sleep."
Holzhauer’s duty was to help with odd jobs
in the pilot house, but all hands were busy
"battening down the hatches when they were
awake." Win& reached over 100 miles per
hour.
"It was a sheer miracle we sumived," Holzhauer sighed. "It was a small boat, but it
wa.s wide and sat 13 feet in the water. That’s
the only reason we stayed on top."
SAW SHIP SINK
The Alaska Monarch is bigger than a harbor tug, measuring 128 feet long and 45 feet
wide. It was only six miles from the scene
of the sinking of a Japanese fishing boat that
went down in the storm and killed all aboard.
Despite all the unnerving memories, Holzhauer still can chuckle over a few of the
lighter moments during the stcn-m. "There
was so much electricity in the air that the
light bulbs were shining when the switches
were off" He also remembered the time that
he touched a doorknob, and how "My eyes
lit up!"
He said the engineer picked up a piece of
wire, and "bright blue and white sparks flew
out, but no red." But the voyage was a jolly
experience, he agreed because "I was laughing

Greek News

cadets
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mare- nu feeling of reality," especially ,a hen
they were out of power and stranded.

CHARLES PANKRATZ

you the type who could get seasick
on a drydocked surfboard? ’then imagine
lacing on a tugboat in a major hurricane 190
miles from shore. That’s what befell Jeff
Holzhauer, 18, SJS sophomore business management major and occasional adventtuvr.
Last. Aug. 26 he left a San Francisco pier
on one of the five sea-going tugs of the South
American Maritime Company, the Alaska
Monarch. His uncle, George Coykendall, is
owner of the company and was also captain
on this trip.
The Alaska Monarch had been at sea for
five days when at 4:05 a.m., Aug. 31, Hurricane Emily struck in full force 190 miles
southwest of Baja Point in Baja, Calif.
"It hit us at latitude 22--just off Magdalena Bay," recalls Holzhauer. At this point
they were only one degree above the Tropic
of Cancer.
PASSENGER RESCUES
Recollecting the affair, Holzhauer said the
engineer, who "just werrt along for the ride,
ended up saving all our tives." John Edward
Peterson, the hero, is a 40-year-old Redwood
City resident and proprietor of Pete’s Marine
Engine, a South San Francisco repair shop.
The engines "conked out" in the height of
the storm, and if Peterson had not got them
going again, the "waves would have swamped
us- -they were 30 to 40 feet high at times,"
said Holzhauer. The waves would occasionally
roll over the pilot house, 15 feet above the
first deck.
The storm lasted 52 hours, "but seemed
like 52 weeks," he said. "It was like a nightAre
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PARKING

1/2 Lb. Ground Round
Top Sirloin
New York Steak
16 Oz. T-Bone
MONDAY NITE SPECIAL
SUNDAY SPECIAL

.79
1.29
1.39
1.99

1/4 Lb. Burger
Steerburger
Steak Sandwich
Chicken in a Basket
Top Sirloin
Chicken in a Basket

Dinners served with roll, french fries, or baked potato.
ORDERS TO GO

A pledge must have completed
15 and not more than 60 total
units.

BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE ECIVIPMENT

so neat...
so trim...
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AMERICA’S

FINEST JEANS

SINCE 11150

JEANS & JACKETS
WESTERN OUTFITTER

SALESREPAIRSRENTALS
to 6 p.M.
Open 10-9 Mon.Fri., Se

FOR

MEN AND WOMEN

The Workingman’s
Store
218 W. Santa Clara
San Jose

244-0880
440 So. Winchester
Opposite the Mystery House

OPEN UNTIL 9 p.m. MON

THURS

Sentrytireports
good news (at last!) about
car insurance savings
for young men
If you’re a man under 25, or have a son who
is, you know what a big extra premium you pay
for car insurance. Now, Sentry Insurance offers
a /5,’,";, discount for young men who qualify es
safe drivers. (This is in addition to Sentry’s 15%
discount for driver education.)
HOW TO QUALIFY

Young men under 25 qualify for the Sentry
Preferred Youthful Driver Discount on the hasia
of a simple questionnaire that takes only about
20 minutes. It is not a test of driving skill or
knowledge. It is completely confidential. There
is no penalty for young men who do not qualify
for the extra discount.
ACT NOW

.49
.69
.69
1.19
.99
.99

For full details about the Sentry Preferred
Youthful priyer examination, call or drop a card
To Ue Today.
For SuanyvafeCupertinoGENE GILMAN
372J Primeridge Ave
Sen JoseWALT SCHLOBOHM
3128 Zion Lane. Seri Jere

S.. r ,a CI,*
Phone 241-2235
San Jose -Los Gatosrt,n,on.dPARAL,B GST.Ithr,ND
17204 1

oni s n.

SENTRY.

ftI

356 4282

INSURANCE

Hardware Mutual%

Sentry LIM
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Beauchamp Wins
Oral Reading Contest

SAFARI ROOM
Sfory & White Rds.
presents

n’TUNT TAT/ V -

SJS Symphonic Band
To Play in Concert Hall
The SJS Symphonic Hand will
today al 1:30 p.m. in
Concert Hall under the direction
of George Longazo,
Presenting its first concert of
the year, the 49-piece band will
play "Academic Festival Overture" by Brahms; "March to
the Scaffold" from Berlioz’s

and former SJS faculty member;
and Dr. Marion K. Richards,
associate professor of English.
Beauchamp competed with
preliminary winners Benita Brazier, Susan Hafenfeld, Rosa
Morin, Janet Ross, and Terry
Somodi.
Master of ceremonies for the
competition was Bonnie Shirley,
winner of the Kaucher Contest
last spring. The $50 award was
presented to Beauchamp by Hal
J. Todd, chairman of the Drama
Depart ment.
’rhe semi-annual Dorothy
Kaucher Oral Interpretation
Contest is in its 16th year.
Beauchamp won the 37th Kaucher award.

First place winner in the
Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation Contest this semester is
John Beauchamp. Beauchamp
won the contest with a sixminute reading from "Ulysses,"
Part I.
Judges for the contest vvere
Dr. Dudley T. Moorhead, Dean
of Humanities and Arts; Dr. Vio
Powell, former chairman of the
Department of Speech and Drama at Idaho State University

iqc;

Thursday. nreemtvr

"Syinphonic
euona’s

KSJS-FM Log
KSJS-FAl
5:15 p.m.

lantastique;’

"Andalucia:" and the
Finale from "Symphony No. 4
in F Minor" by TchaikovskY
All selections are popular orchestra selections which have
been transcribed to band music.
Director Longazo is replacing
Vernon Reed, assistant professor
of music, who is on sabbatical
at the University of Southern
California.
Longazo, who received his
Bachelor’s of Music from Northwestern and his Masters of Music at Indiana University, played
second bassoon for the Baton
Rouge Symphony and contrabassoon for the National Symphony in Washington D.C.

perform

Campus

Spartan Spectrum
6:15 p.m. U.N. Newsletter
6:30 p.m.- Evolution of the
Big Band
7:00 p.m. Centuries of Classics
6:00 p.m.

Special: "Messiah"

Mechanics trained in Europe
for perfection in San Jose
AFTER VACATION The day
after classes
resume at SJS, Jan. 4, the Faculty Quartet will
present a concert at 8:15 p.m. In Conc.rt Hall.
Members of the Faculty Quartet are (I. to r.)
Dr. Gibson Walters, chairman of the Music

Department, violin; John Delevoryas, associate
professor of music, piano; Donald Homuth,
associate professor of music, cello; and Albert
Gillis, assistant professor of music, viola.

GARAGE Et TRONA
Specialists in the Repair of Volkswagen

Mercedes

MASTER MECHANICS

SALESREPAIRSRENTALS
Open 10-9 Mon. -Fri., Sot. to 6 p.m.

The Faculty Quarto vi ill pre-

E.,..

the student body of
rP11To
San Jose State College.
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from

year
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Downtown Bowl

Our Christmas special

3 games for ROO
DOWNTOWN BOWL
o

375 W. Santa Clara St.

294.7800

11,

sent a concert of three selections
the day after classes resume,
Tuesday, Jan. 4 at 8:15 p.m. in
Concert Hall.
Members of the Faculty Quartet are Dr. Gibson Walters,chairman of the Music Department, violin; Donald Homuth,
Fissneiate professor of music,
cello; John Delevoryas, a.ssociate
professor of music, piano; and
Albert Gillis, assistant professor
of music, viola,
The first selection on the program is Loeillet’s Trio Sonota
in B Minor. It will be presented
by Dr. Walters, Homuth and
Delevoryas.
BELGIUM COMPOSER
The composer, born in Belgium in 1680, gained success in
Paris and London in the early
years of the 19th century. He
started a concert series to popularize the music of Corelli. About
a dozen of Loeillet’s compositions exist todaY
Albert Gillis will play Bach’s
Suite in G Major for unaccompanied viola. The work, originally for unaccompanied cello, is
the first in a sot of six Barootto

1

t---,emeeeeis4

suites ior cello. It is all
of idealized dance music, representing the principal national
cultures of 18th century Europe.
The complete quartet will particinate in Brahm’s Piano Quartet in C Minor, Op. 60. The
original draft of the last of the
composer’s quartets for piano
and strings dales from 1854, begun when Brahms was 21. He
worked on it for 23 years. It
was finally published in 1875
but Brahms spoke depreciatingly
of it in letters.
Dr. Walters. conductor for the
SJS Symphony Orchestra, is a
founder of the Santa Clara Philharmonic and has been a member for 15 years. He is Philharmonic conductor and musical
director
YAGANINI STRING QUARTET
Gillis, a new faculty member,
is violist with the world renowned Paganini String Quartet.
The viola used by Gillis, valued
at $80,000, is a Stradivarius
made in 1731 and once owned by
Paganini.
Principal cellist for the Santa
Clara Philharmonic and program :innotator for both the

. .
Science Fiction Art Display
Will Continue Tomorrow
By ciiicisTINE

I,

RICHERT

moaning

sounds

pene-

black polyethylene covered room filled with weird
three dimensional objects.
The room, like an outer space
world, holds three dimensional
objects created with plastics of
polyester resin. The objects are
part of an art display in progress
in the Little Art Gallery through
tomormw.
The abstract art forms were
created by students in Willis
it
Nelson’s, assistant pi ,it
trate a

et.

1)onensional

I tosign

sturtly material, said Nelson. The
biomorphic structures are of
smooth and mugh textures.
Mr. Nelson said the display
is the first of its kind at SJS.
He said he felt students did
an exceptionally fine job on the
expressive figures this year.
The music used to help create
the science fiction -like atmosphere is from a space travel
record.
Art objects, having the look of
class. Objects are of a new,

Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Eerie,

IN 14 KARAT GOLD

DUCAT!
30 hp

242 lbs.

,

wed by his students.

35

olus hp

SCRAMBLER
low rpm

5

-speed trans.

271 lbs.

5 speed trans.

$769 p.o.e. L.A.

SPECIALLY PRICED
Regularly S25 each
NOW $18.50

GBANAT BROS
JEWELEHS

STEVENS CRIIK PLAZA
Stevens Creek Blvd. at Winrhester San lose/Santa Clara
On the Emporium Mall

PENINSULA
SCOOTER & CYCLE
3720 El Camino Re,11
Weekdays 9 a.m - 9 p m

Philharmonic and the SJS Syniphony Orchestra, Homuth, SJS
faculty member since 1952,
teaches cello. string bass and
music history.

Winner of the Rosenburg
Award and the Loeb prize,
Delevoryas was voted outstanding pianist of his class while at
Julliard School of Music. He
has

appeared

as

soloist

with

Francisco and San Jose
Symphony Orchestras.
the San

Reed Magazine
Reminds Students
To Contribute
Contributions ot prose, poetry,
one-act plays, literary criticsm
and art sketches may be submitted to F0102, the English
Office, for consideration for publication in Reed, the campus
literary magazine.
The inagazine is prepared
annually as the project of a
one-unit F:nglish class which
meets in the spring semester. Dr.
Jeanne Lawson, faculty advisor
to Reed, reminds students who
may be doing creative writing
during Christmas vacation. that
they may submit manuscripts
now.

Reg. Retail $42.50
Vaughn’s Price $27.50

VAUGHN’S

Open every day until Christmas from 9:30 to 9:00
124 So. 4th St.
Across from SJS library.
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAII.ABLE

I lere’s looking at you with Hamm’s

"See
Tankards

thru9/

GAS
Regular

24 9

Ethyl

he said.

$759 p.o.e. L.A.
DUCATI SEBRING
350cc

Save
35%
on All
Your
Christmas
Gifts
at

outer planetary forms, ’were in-

DUCAT! FOR 1966
IS HERE

Beguiling fashion to cluster on her wrist or wear
alone as a most elegant accent.
Here are tailored, textured. twist designs

292-5675

Quartet To Stage Concert

244-0880
440 Se. Winched’s.
Opposite the Mystery Horse

and

850 Lincoln Are
San Joie

Tra;ned in Germany
Werner Zolle.-kopf

After Christmas Vacation

THE SKI OUTFITTERS

Porsche

Phone 321-1780
Palo Alto
Saturdays 9 a.m. - 6 p.m

SPECIAL *
* OFFER *
With this ad, a 10% discount will be given
on accessories. parts and labor.

26 9

Guaranteed
Major Oil Co. Gas
Extra Bonus:
15e
Cigs
Kleenex
St
3 Hershey Bars 50
2 Toiiet Tissue
100
Paper Towels
100
Ajax Cleanser
50
One Item with
Minimum

purchase of $2

Puritan Oil Co.

At the Pub in olden days, the cavalier had
to keep a sharp lookout for an enemy who,
under the guise of a friendly drink, might
surprise him. The transparent bottom enabled him to be ever ready to unsheath
sword and jump to action.
Or to wink a message to a beamish barmaid on whom he had an eye.
Here are 4 such tankards in silvertone
finish. Each one 20 oz., and decorated with
one of the fun-loving Hamm’s designs below.
Use order form for one or more sets.
TTO: Status Symbols
P.O. Box 9304
St. Paul, Minn.
55177
Please rush me

I am

4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julian

enclosing

.mainlear

,e0.0"",

1411.
erre

t47*
ee /se

Tankard Set(s)
check

cash

worstreee
4earrieuer

dikb

$5.95 per set of

money

4.

order

Name

Address
City

State

Zip

1965 Mao. Hamm Browns Co.. ohms in St. Pawl. Won
San Franoseo.
Angela. Houston.

60
=iii
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Thursday, December 18, 1885

"Work of Art"
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Spotlight.

8AVOIA
By PA(
Daily Sports Writer
Spartan basketball coach Stu
Inman is very conservative.
Take the West Coast Athletic.
Conference Christmas Tournament,
for example.
Peaceful Stu does not want to

10% DISCOUNT
ASB CARD

win!

Art Cleaners
398 E. Santa Clara

Cagers Shoot for ’Spoiler’ Tradition

293.1030

break precendent in the old tournament. He would much rather
EA.() along with what has happened
in the past.
And, in the six-year history of
the WCAC, the team favored to
win the affair has never come
home with a tourney victory.

4

And. since USF is favored to
win this year’s version of the
tourney, Inman would like nothing
more than to keep with the past.
Mom specifically, he would love
to have his Spartans be the team
that insures that the precedent
is not bmken.
The bracketing for the Dec. 2730 tourament this year pv the
Spartans in good position to reach
the finals. at least.
The tournament will be held
at San Jose’s Civic Auditorium.
See the story elsewhere on this
Page for the complete schedule.

Spartans whipped Nevada Monday for their third win in as many
starts.
Inman indicated that he will use
his set starting line-up of S. T.
SaltoId and Pete Newell at forward, Frank Tarrantts at center
and Gleason and John Keating at
guards for the road trip and the
tourney.
Inman feels that the Christmas
vacation games should give him a
good indication of the potential
of the squad.
"The factors of being on strange
courts on the road trip and playing back-to-back games on the trip
and in the tournament should help
the squad," he said.
Inman agreed that reserves
Clarence Denzer, Steve Schlink,
R,obin Durand and Guin Boggs
will have to prove their worth if

the Spartans are to be successful
over the holidays.
USF won the tournament
favorite role on the basis of an
experienced squad centered around
All -America candidate Joe Ellis.
Returning starters Irsvin Mueller
and Russ Gumina aid the 6-6 Ellis.
Juniors Keith Swagerty and Bob
Krulish are the UOP mainstays.
Swagerty 16-7, 235) was the second leading rebounder in the nation as a soph la.st season, and so
far is averaging 2.3.7 points and
22.2 rebounds a game so far this
campaign. Krulish was an allWCAC tuurney selection as a soph
in 1964.
Defending champion Santa Clara
returns 1964 WCAC Tourney outstanding player Eric PauLson and
high -scoring guard Mike Gervasoni to the fold.

FIRST CONTEST
In the first tournament contest,
the Spartans will face Loyola of
Los Angeles at 9:15 p.m. on Tuesday, Dec. 28.
Loyola is basically a young
squad, with more than half the
team comprised of sophomores. So
far this year the Lions have been
disappointing, but Inman points
out "they can break loose at any
The Spartans are in a different
SJS fared well in the drawing
time."
Also in the Spartans’ bracket which bracketed the eight league bracket than the three other conare St. Mary’s and Santa Bar- squads in the West Coast Athletic tenders given a good shot to walk
League Basketball Tournament to away with tourney honors.
bara, dark horses at best.
be held at San Jose’s Civic AudiThe complete schedule:
OTHER BRACKET
torium Dec. 27-30.
USF is in the other bracket
Tim
Teams
along with Santa Clara and Uni- Game No.
versity of the Pacific, two squads,
Monday, Dec. 27
along with SJS, given a chance to
7:15 p.m.
Pepperdine vs. UOP
upset the Dons.
9:15 p.m.
USF vs. Santa Clara
2.
USF meets Santa Clara and
Dec.
28
Tuesday,
UOP faces Pepperdine in first
7:15 p.m.
St. Mary’s vs. Santa Barbara
3.
round contests.
9:15 p.m.
SJS vs. Loyola
4.
If SJS whips Loyola, the Spar, tans will face the St. Mary’s -Santa
Wednesday, Dec. 29
Barbara winner Wednesday night.
3:30 p.m.
Losers of Nos. 1 and 2
5.
So, if everything goes as ex5:30 p.m.
Losers of Nos. 3 and 4
6.
pected, SJS will not meet any of
7:30 p.m.
Winners of Nos. 1 and 2
7,
the supposed powers of the WCAC
9:30 p.m.
Winners of Nos. 3 and 4
8.
until the finals.
Thursday, Dec. 30
HEALTHY SQUAD
3:30 p.m.
Losers of Nos. 5 and 6
9.
San Jose goes into this week5:30 p.m.
Winners of Nos. 5 and 6
I O.
end’s road trip with a healthy
7:30 p.m.
Losers of Nos. 7 and 8
11.
squad, as guard Jack Gleason is
9:30 p.m.
Winners of Nos. 7 and 8
I 2.
completely over the foot ailment
that slowed him dovm as the

4
*

WCAC Tourney Schedule

Grald Matthews
Mgr. Textbook OW.

Intramural
Announcements
OFFICIALS
An of icials.nteetingAwill be held
this afternoon at 3:30 p.m. and
6:30 p.m. in MG201 for those students interested in securing the
paying job of a referee for intramural basketball games.
SWIIINIING
The intramural swimming season will begin after Christmas
when the §partan Pool will be
open to squads interested in beginning workouts.

Hobbs Honored
By Polo Squad

Senior goalie Bruce Hobbs was
named outstanding performer at
a team banquet for the Spartan
water polo team, according to
coach Lee Walton.
Other awards: most improved
senior, Bill Parker; most irnpmved
junior, John Williams; and most
improved sophomore, Steve Hoberg.
Team captains Don Moore of the
varsity and Bob Likens and Don
Laster of the frosh were also
honorecL

4c,
/CEttC
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SALESREPAIRSRENTALS
Opon 10-9 Mon.-Fri., Sat. to 6 p.m.

244.011180
440 So. Winchester
Opposite the Mystery House

COAST
RADIO
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"THE
TWELVE
DAYS
OF
!CHRISTMAS"
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SEASONS
GREETINGS
from your friends at

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
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Beginning today, and
for the next twelve days,
COAST RADIO is basing a speciai on gift albums. Each day a different album will be
featured at a special
Christman gift price.

Coastitho
2 Sforos to Servo

226 smith

r.

First Street
Valley Fair Shopping C.enter

295.5111
248.1042

-a-

A
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ThurSday, neeemtior
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Smith Eyes Strong Spartababes;1600d Weather Gridders in National
Awaits SJS Skiiers
Urges Freshmen To Try Out
Harraway and Berry
Frosh track roach Slerv Smith
Is looking forwa. rd to a successful
season on the cinders but would
like to strengthen the Spartans
in several events before dual-meet
season begirm February 27.
Smith claims that the Sparta-

babes are weak in the high jump,
shot put and pole vault. He urges
that all interested freshman students who have high school experience ("although not absolutely necessary") to come out for track.
They need only to compete for

DICK LLOYD’S
FOREIC1 C111 SERVICE

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIALISTS
ond
Complete Repair on all Foreign Cars
15‘)/0 Discount on Parts to
students and faculty with identification.
Free Transportation Back to Campus

ct

295-6202

607 AUZERAIS AT BIRD

1112112111
SAN JOSE

The World’s First Theatre
with All Perfect Seating
Premiere of the Greatest
Presents the Popular Price
Musical of them All . . . 8
Academy Awards
11111\110

The Most Lover/y Event of All

MY FAIR LADY
HARRISON
AUDREY HEPBURN REX
by Warner Bros.
Technicolor
UNCUTJUST AS SHOWN AT RESERVED PRICES

..1

iC.15\44
\It.

cl.oe

C’’’Sn 6k

Ca"
Osce

08’

GRAND OPENING
WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 22
Eves. 8
SHOWTIMES:
p.m.; Matinees, Sun. 2
p.m., Sat. 1:30 p.m. Special Holiday Matinees.
Mon. thru Sat., 1:30 p.m.

ADMISSION: Fri. and Sat. Eve., $2.25; Sun. thru Thur. Eve. and Sun.
Matinee. $1.90; Weekdays and Sat. Matinee S1.50. Children 90c at
ail times.

783 E. EL CAMINO, SUNNYVALE 738-1111

the frosh this year if they don’t
feel like continuing the following
year.
"We have sbc men from last
year’s state meet," Smith rejoiced.
"They include an outstanding
group of sprinters, headed by Bob
Gass from Armijo (Fairfield)."
TOP SPRINTER
Gass placed in both the 100 and
220-yard dashes in the state meet.
Smith’s t rackmen are also strong
in the discus with Eldon Miholland
from Hemet. He was tight -end
on this year’s frosh football squad.
"In the distances we have five
top runners. Byron Lowry, the
number one cross-country man in
the fall, has lcx)ked impressive in
the time trials held this month,"
Smith said.
BYRON LOWRY
Lowry defeated Bill Langdon
by three seconds in a mile and a
half run. His time was 6:52, which
according to Smith, is equal to
a 9:13 two-mile. Langdon paced
the varsity cmss-country team in
the fall.
"Lowry’s clocking in the mile
and a half is top caliber for this
time of the year," Smith exclaimed,
Another promising distance miner is Wes Fox, who ran a 1:53
hafe-mile. Fox, an all-around
trackman from South Torrence
High School in Los Angeles, has
run a 10.1 100-yard dash, a 49.1
quarter-mile and a 4:21 indoor
mile.
Smith asks that interested students to see him in his office
(MG120) or at the track field
between 2 and 4 p.m.
QUALIFIED
HANOVER. N.H. (UPI )Tony
Lupien, coach of the Dartmouth
baseball team, was a first baseman with the Boston Red Sox,
Philadelphia Phillies :Ind Chicago
White Sox.

Fair to good skiing awaits
vacationing students at ittottt
Northern California resorts thls

The Spartan f no t ball squad fumbles recovered with 22 and
The Spartans finished 1965 with
achieved national rating in eight fifth in pass interception rettums a 5-5 record including a win
f ivo
statistical categories according to with 322 yants.
the final National Collegiate Athletic Bureau (NCAB) football
figures.
Once again it was the duo of
fulback Charley Harraway kind
quarterback Ken Berry who made
the marks for SJS.
Interstate AO Sugar
Bowl,
Harraway, who will be on the
48 inches; Soda Springs, 34
Campus Residence or in
inches; Donner Ski Ranch, 30 West contingent in the Dec. 31
Apartment-Hotel
at Waikiki
East-West Shrine Game, was the
inches.
nation’s ninth leading scorer with
Highway 50
Ifeaven13,
60 inches; Echo Summit, 35 84 points and 20th in rushing with
inehes (weekends only); Sierra 794 yards and a 5.06 per carry
average.
Ski Ranch, 45 inches.
Representative on S.J.S. Campus
Berry finished 19th nationally in
Highway 89
Squaw Valley,
MRS. JOHN EDWARDS
00 inches; Alpine Meadows, 32 total offense with 1,649 yards on
274 plays arid was 30th in passing
Inches; Powder Bowl, 32 Inehes;
Houscmothr
dt Kappa Alpha Theta
with 94 completions for 1,593
Tahoe Ski Bowl, 48 inches.
171
So.
1
1th
St.
293-8142
Highway 108 Dodge Ridge,
yards.
56 inches.
Based on average yardage per
Only $25 Deposit
completion, Berry was ahead of
Mt. Shasta Ski Bowl, 108
the 35 throwers listed by the
Incite*.
REFUNDABLE IF IVIEMBEP CANCELS
’SCAB (who rate passing by total
completions).
He averaged 16.9 yards per
completion with Rick Norton of
Kentucky next at 16.1.
Rich
Lachapelle
Utilityman
ranked 22nd in kickoff returns
A group of SJS trackmen are with a 19.0 yard average,
entered in the San Francisco ExAs a team the Spartans were
aminer Indoor Track Meet held 1401 in passing with 185.7 yards
Jan. 8 in the Cow Palace.
a game, third in most opponents’
The Spartans’ outstanding
sprinter and world record holder,
Tom Smith, and SJS’ other fine I
dash man, will compete in the
60-yard dash.
Ken Shackelford, who runs the
intermediate hurdles during the
SJS we, stling
fluLM
regular season, will join Smith coach, was twice the Pacific Coast
and Hermen, along
either Intercollegiate champ while atJohn Toomey or John Banberry tending the University of Caliin the mile relay.
fornia.
Byron Lowry, who has been outA four-year performer, he took
standing in time trials this month, the 175-pound titlist in 1946 and
according to track coach Bud Win- the league’s best 191 -pounder in
ter, will run the two-mile.
1948
Dick Smith will represent SJS
in the weight-men’s sprint.
weekend, according to UN.
The inlifornin state Automobile Association reports an
higim ay% Opel’ and elear nith no
chains required.
The following resorts will be
operating daily during Christina* recess urdes, otherwise specified. Dere is the 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday report:

HAWAII 1966
University Summer Session

HOWARD TOURS

Spartan Tracksters
In S.F. Meet

Flowers and Greens
Wonderful Gifts

Grapplers’ Coach
Two-Time Champ

ATTENTION STUDENTS
WE HAVE A LOW RENTAL PLAN
ON NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS.
HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM.
te,

c’"

i.4.1.1.9.4.1,M14.1.11.10.4
.141.10100011041§14qt
er*.....4.1.1901.11.40.4
411 NaallattafilatliBetee

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES
124 E. San Fernando St.
Between 3rd & 4th Sts.

Scovil Appointed
UOP Grid Coach
Doug Scovil, former grid coach
at -the College of San Mateo. was
named head football coach of the
University of Pacific Tuesday.
Scovil. presently assistant grid
coach at the Naval Academy, once
was a star performer for UOP.
He replaces Don (Tiny) Campora, who resigned Dec. 1 after
compiling a two-year record of
2-17 with the Tigers.
At UOP, he was recognized as
one of the all-time great Tiger
passers.

This year send floral gifts for Christmas. Navlee’s can aasuro
you of satisfaction through the Florists Telegraph Delivers
Association. Out of town orders placed before Decembei
18th require only 50c servis.e charge over cost of flowers

0

Send the most acceptable of all giftsFlowers

C04-44
*
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Order

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church

Missouri Synod

374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and II
2 blocks from school

College discussion group: 9.45 p.m.

A J. BROMMER, Pastor 292-5404
R. Fiedler, Director of Music; G. Otte, Vicar 294.7033

Lutheran
Campus
Ministry
(NLC)
Worship Sunday 9:30 a.m.

CHAPEL OF
RECONCILIATION
300 S. 10th St.

Nam tiri

sirsicE ibss

Famous For Fine Flowers
Gifts of Distinction
telephones to serre you.

244-01M0
440 So. Winchester
Opposite the Mystery House

Corner of 2nd & San Fernando

292-8311

Cs
Merry Christmas
and a Happy
New Year

ST. PATRICK’S CHURCH
The Campus Parish
MASSES SUNDAY: 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 I a.m., 12:15 p.m., 7 P.m
HOLYDAYS: 6:30, 8, 9 a.m., 12:15, 5:30 p.m.
WEEKDAYS: 6:30 and 8 p.m.
FIRST FRIDAYS: 6:30, 8, 11 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
DEVOTIONS: Mother of Perpetual Help devotions Tuesday
nighi-s at 7:45
CONFESSIONS: Prior to the eight o’clock mass on Sunday,
3:30-5:30 p.m. and 7:30-9 on Saturdays; eves of holydays;
eves of First Fridays.
294-8120
389 E. Santa Clara Street

Canterbury:

CHRISTMAS
MUSICAL
PROGR AM
Sunday

Sunday 5:30 p.m., Holy Conununion

John M. Akers, Pastor

ChaplainsFather L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday 11:40 a.m. only

Spartan TriC

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community

American Baptist Convention

8:30 & 11 a.m. Morning
Worship
9:45 a.m.
College "Seminar"
5:45 p.m. Tri-C
Club

George "Shorty" Collin..
College Eliatilain
484 East San ieniatulo

Wesley
Foundation

198 S. 2nd St., San Jose
I

441 So. 10th St.!
Sunday
1
6 p.m. Worship
6:30 p.m.
Supper (40c)
No Reservation Necessary
7:30 p.m. Program

1

Other Activities
Throughout the Week

First
St. Paul’s
Santa Clara & 5th San Salvador & I0+h I
9,30 & I I a.m.
9 30 & II s.m.

Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

Westminster
Presbyterian
Church

(Methodist
Student Center)

Worship Sunday

295-1771

is a student Baptist organisation

Sunday meetings: 9:45 a.m. and S:45 p.m.
3rd and San Antonio Sts.

Morning Bilsle Stud), 10 a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH

Newman-Catholic Student Center

Barry Keiser. B.S. Th.M.,
Continues a Study of I Peter

7:30 p.m.

EPISCOPALIANS ON CAMPUS
Thursday 7 a.m. Holy Communion
at
300 So. 10th
Chapel of Reconciliation

SI 1RTAN
THIS SUNDAY MORNING . . .

nee%

79 South 5th

and save

/101V

SALESREPAIRS--RENTALS
Open 10 9 Mon. -Fri., Sat. to 6 p.m.

CampuJ

See the Religious Guide
for Christmas Services

Rankings;
Lead Way

The Alameda at Shasta
Worship Sunday 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Group Discussion
John Knox Fellowship
8:30-9:30 p.m. at
125 Dana Ave.. San Jose
Sunday Evening

R. %num, Minister to students

Weekday sharing groups Wed. 7-8 p.m.
Transportation front Tth and San Carlos
9:20 a.nt. and 8:11 p.m.
114.1

1

8 -SPARTAN DAR!
ThtindaY. Deeember "’’!n

Applications Available
For Overseas Study
Applications are still available
in ADM269 to upper division and
graduate students interested in
the 1966-67 Overseas Study Program.
Applications must be in by Jan.
5, 1966, with deadline for interviews, Jan. 13. Applicant notification will be on February 7, 1966,
according to Dr. Wesley Goddard,
professor of foreign languages, SJS
representative at state-wide advisory board on International programs.
Dr. Thomas P. Lantos, director
of California State College International Programs, stated that the
program will be sending 200 stu-

dents overseas to seven countries
for the 1966-67 academic year.
Qualifications for students entering the program is that they
must be an upper or graduate
division student with 30 semester
units of B-average. They must
also be proficient in the language
if they attend universities in Germany, France, Spain, Italy and
Taiwan.
Information on the program can
be obtained from the dean of students office or from Dr. Harris
Martin, chairman of the local
International Studies committee or
Dr. Wesley Goddard, professor of
foreign languages.

SKI RENTALS
Whaley and Minegar Ski Shop

College Students
To Conclude Fast
On ’War Scourge’

Plane Carrying
Medical Officer
Believed Found

BOULDER, Colo.(UPII-Twelve
University of Colorado students- heckled and splashed with snowballs --entered the final hours of a
two day fast against "the scourge
of war" yesterday, despite a zesty
new campus weapon called a "cook

ASPEN, Colo. (UPI -A helicopter pilot spotted the wreckage
of a light plan yesterday belived
to be the one carrying Dr. W.
Randolph Lovelace II, chief medical officer of the nation’s space
program. There was no sign of
life.
CoL William Ryan Jr., mission
comander for the Air Forre at
Colorado Springs, said the vrreckage was sighted on Independence
Pass east of Aspen.
The two-engine plane took off
from Aspen Stuulay with Lovelace,
his wife and a pilot aboard, bound
for Albuquerque, N.M.

They huddled in sleeping bags
on a library porch, strummed guitars and talked after they were
pelted with snowballs, tempted
with hamburgers, squirted with
fire extinguishers and soaked with
water dumped from a second floor
window Tuesday.
Their 48-hour vigil without food
or water was to end at 6:30 p.m.
EST today. The fast by the nine
men and three women students
began Monday to "rededicate our
commitment to peace and the
brotherhod of mankind."
Four other students staged a
harnburger "cook in" on the library
steps-within smelling distance of
the fasters.

BUCKLE BOOTS

Bakmas
Flower
Flowers

SKIS
some, \Ir.!

Harts and Russignol

P %NTS

PARKAS

Corsages
for all

739 - 5389
953 W. El Camino

and

Sunnyvale

OPEN: Mon., Thurs., Fri. Nights until 9
Tues., Wed., Sat. until 5:30 p.m.

Occasions
292-0462

10fh & Santa Clara

Spartan Daily Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
IF YOU ARE A GOOD HUSTLER -TRY
HANDBOOK AT
THE HUSTLER
BOOKSTORES.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW MORE
ABOUT THE MORMON CHURCH? Ask
297-7600.
your Mormon friends
AUTOMOTIVE (21

Market
SKIS: Head comp .6
bind. Cables. Used once.
0.198-0515.
GENERAL ELECTRIC STEREO. Balance
(8 welds) 293-3026. $25.
_
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER. S50. Completely overhauled. Like new. Call 2584588.
16" MOTOROLA T.V. Table mdl. Blonde
wond. Cab. Good cond. $25 or offer.
294 6215.
GOLF CLUBS. 61. Hogan irons. Sshaft.
D3 $40 or best offer. 52 S. 8th.
SKIS. $25. Nen, With bindings. 293.
2488 172 S 9th. =3. _ _
TWO SURFBOARDS. 10 ft. Olsen &
9 6 B,no. Bed offer. Steve 298.7056.

COLLEGE hIAN: Room for rent. Kit.
Living room. T.V. Quiet. $35 mo.
S. 14th. 286-2704.
MALE RMMATE TO SHARE 2 BDRM.
HOUSE W/2. $43 rno. Nr. rosegarden
, 294 2317 or 258-4996. Frank.
1 BDRM APTS. 2 blks. from ca mPus.
2
536 S. 8ih.
KENNEDY HALL CONTRACT F4ft
SALE. 1 lid. Spring sem. Must sell!
u i married. Phone 292 5999.

HOT AIR - This Santa (better known to his fellow students as
Terry Batt AMA membership chairman) is really tied up with
his work +his year. The balloon was released Monday afternoon
in front of of Spartan Bookstore to "wish 5.1S a Merry Christmas"
from the American Marketing Association. The engineering department provided the helium for the balloon.

SJS Professors
Receive Sabbaticals
Thirty-eight SJS faculty members will receive sabbatical leaves
for the 1966-67 academic year,
1)1.. Robert D. Clark, SJS president announced last week.
The leaves are granted for additional study and professional advancement.
Applications for the leaves,
which are granted either for a
year or a semester, are screened
by a committee of the college
Academic Council under the chairmanship of Dr. John W. Gilbaugh,
dean of the college.
Those professors on leave for
he entire academic year include:
Dr. Norman E. Albert, associate professor of chemistry; Dr. W. Brant
Clark, professor of psychologY; Dr.
Horst de la Croix, a.ssociate professor of art; Howard H. Gerrish,
professor of industrial arts; Dr.

FCC Spokesman
Special Feature
Of TV Conference

Walter Hugins, associate profe.ssor
of history; Dr. Richard W. Kilbey,
professor of psychology; Dr. Max
Kramer, professor of mathematics.
.Dr. Charles M. Larsen, a.ssociate
pro lessor of mathematics; Dr.
Glenn G. Morgan, associate professor of political science; Dr.
Bruce C. Ogilvie, professor of psychology; Dr. Marion Richards,
associate professor of English; Dr.
Rolland Rogers, associate professor
of history; and Dr. Gene A. Waller, professor of psychology.

Photography
Competition
Deadline Set,
Deadline for entries in the annual All-Campus Photo Contest
sponsored by Kappa Alpha Mu
wil be Friday, January 14, according to Paul Sequeira, contest director.
"Christmas vacation is a good
time for picture taking, and we
hope students will keep the contest in mind when shooting photos
over the holiday," Sequeira said.
Contest entries will be judged
by a panel of professional photographers. Categories will include
both color and black and white.
First, second and third place
awards will be given for black
and white photos. A first place
will be awarded for color. Cash
awards, merchandise certificates,
and trophies will be presented to
winners.
Winning photographs, honorable
mentions, and pictures selected for
"show" will be displayed in the
college library following the judging.
Flntry blanks will be available in
the Photojournalism Laboratory, J
112, after the Christma.s holidays.
Entry fee is $1 per print or a $3
maximum for t h rec. or more
entries.

GORDON HALL CONTRACT
SALE. Must sell. Disc’t. 298.0101.
BATH IN-PRIV. HOME. T.. ,
RM
beds. $40 single. $35 double. 87 S. 10H
FURN. 1 BDRM. APT. 48 S. 4th. $85 mo.
The fourth West Coast InstrucHai’ WANTED (41
Phone 292-7852.
I BDRM APTS FOR RENT. 741 S. 6th tional Television Invitational ConNo
IRON. HSWK. W,11 discuss hours.
ference will be held at SJS Jan.
St. 295.8531. Now or spring.
bus line. $1.50 hr. 262.2285.
MarNEED FEMALE ROOMIE TO SHARE 31 -Feb. 1, Mrs. Gaither Lee
GREAT APT NOW WOR 2ND. SEMES- tin, ITV coordinator and conferHOUSING IS/
TER. 294.7111.
ence chairman, announced.
in MODERN BACH. APT. Clean, quiet. GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR
Featured speaker at the event
Upper class male. 617 S. 9th. 298-0602. SALE. Must sell. Diset. 292.7853. Cindy: will be Robert E. Lee, a member
I BDRM w/w cuts, drps. furn. All elec. 2 BDRM. HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. of the Federal Communications
kit. 11 th & Reed. 248-9145.
$120. 292-9400.
Commission i FCC> He will speak
’60 FALCON. R/H. Stick. $335. 530 S. Sii5 RENTS A 2 11DRM ONE BATH
on the relationship of the FCC
6th #2. 293-1557.
HOME. Comple. furn. & will eccom. 4
LOST AND FOUND (61
to instructional television.
students. 440 Elizabeth St. 11/2 blks. from
CHEV. ’56. Auto. V-8. R/H. Exc. cond. SJS. Zulpo Realty 259.4230.
LOST: Oval ring. Green onyx. Diamond
The conference "brings together
$300. 194-4952.
center. Reward. Call 293-0371.
people whose work and interest is
NEW SPACIOUS APTS. Furn. Fireplaces.
’66 PLYMOUTH. 4 door. White. Exc. 2 baths. Lg. closets. Sundeck. Color T.V.
PERSONALS (7)
teaching through educational telecond. 248-7395 aft. 6 pm.
& party room. Close to SJS. Now taking
vision," Mrs. Martin said.
made
contemporary
wedding
CUSTOM
’66 MUSTANG. Dr. green, 4 speed. spring reserve. 215 S. 12th. 295-4591 or rings. George Larimore. 354.1273.
This is the first time the event
286-3292.
Stick. 6 cyl. 354-4969 aft. 5. $1975.
TODAY IS OFFICIALLY LEIGH SMITH has been held in California. About
MORRIS MINI. 1961. Needs body work. FEMALE STUDENTS: Room & board. DAY.
125 persons are expected to attend.
Unappd. house. 3 blks. 5.15. Hi-fi. T.V. HAPPY BIRTHDAY SANDY. With all my
Park. S115. Paul 296-5738.
$80
contract.
No
Fireplace.
Italian
cook.
’62 HONDA HAWK. Gd. r- d Mnto
love. Eddie.
286-4331.
,no.
29,
’
off,
9338.
MERRY CHRISTMAS KAREN: Mike
GIRL ROOMIE. Charming house. Own
FOR SALE 13/
The S.IS Ski Club is planning
room. 3 blks. SJS $44 mo. 297-9330.
SERVICES (81
HEAD COMP. GS. 210. Nevada & 2 ADRIA. APT. Modern. $120. 1/2 blk.
a week-long trip to Heavenly
btliVIck - COST son JOSO. Valley during semester break beMarker. Used one season. $120. 295.3919 SJS. Lower front. 11/2 bath. Girls. 292258-4335.
,sft. 6 p.m.
1327.
ginning Jan. 30.
BOYS’ BICYCLE & BICYCLE CARRIER P15. Married couples only. I bdrm. apt. AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS.
Information and sign-up sheets
Chet Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. San
FOR AUTO. $15 each or both for $25. Furn. After 6, 295-8121.
am available in the Student Af, 299.3217.
TRANQUIL MANOR CONTRACT FOR Carlos.
HANSEN SURFBOARD. 10 ft. Good SALE. Sorini sem. Disc’t. Call Pam 295- TYPING. Term papent, thesis, etc. Pica fairs Business Office.
A P, 11"
d ’ - $110. Phone 298-7492
electric. 243-6313.
WERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable.
Phone 294-3772. 9.6.
TYPING. All kinds. IBM electric. Work
CLASSIFIED RATES
To buy, sell, rent or
guaranteed. Jo Vine, 378.8577.
The annual Christiiiii, bid-tett
announce anything,
Minimum
TYPING IN MY HOML Experienced,
Christmas
for members of the faculty, adminTwo lines One time Three times Five times
dependable, reasonable. 294-1313.
just fill out and clip
istration staff, their families and
One time 50c a line 25c a line 20c a line
HOME TYPING. Accurate end gueren.
this handy order
guests will be held from 5 to
teed. Call 25I9063.
2 lines
$1.00
$1.50
$2.00
blank.
Happy
7:30 p.m. Surxiay in the Spartan
kk)
*PING IN MY HO-ME. Fast, accurate.
3 lines
1.50
2.25
3.00
Cafeteria.
New
Work guaranteed. 259-5118.
4 lines
2.00
3.00
4.00
The Faculty Social Committee,
TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced,
Year
Send to: Spartan Daily
accurate
&
guaranteed. 259.4710.
under the direction of Byron Bol5 lines
2.50
3.75
6.00
CLASSIFIEDS,
linger, assistant superintendent of
Add this
TRANSPORTATION 191
1206, San Jose State
amount for
buildings and grounds, is in charge
.50
.75
1.00
each addi
College, San Jose 14,
of the buffet. David Donoho, asNEED RIDE TO SAN LUIS OBISPO
tonal lint
Calif.
sociate professor of art and eduDEC. 19. 286-3846. Millie. Call after
cation, is making this year’s decPrint you ad here:
1435
orations with the help of his art
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each tine)
NEED
RIDE
TO
EL
CENTRO
OR
SAN
Alameda
The
CHECK A
students.
DIEGO. Dec. 16-17. Fran 298-1009.
San
Jos*
CLASSIFICATION
Tickets costing $2.75 Bar adults
NEED RIDE TO OCEANSIDE. Will share
expenses. Mollie. 297.0809.
and $1 for children under 12 are
Li Announcements (1)
1Wekt.
RIDERS TO SALT LAKE CITY Dit. 26.
available in ADM263.
El Automotive (2)
Bill 266 1492.
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Now! You’can just say
filaassoed
To place en ad:
1D Housing (5)
r] Lost and Found (6)
CREDIT CARDS
Visit the
11 Personals (7)
VeleAldAle 2rete
[I Services (8)
Classified Adv. Offico -J206
WIlcn buying new book. tc.tri
Ei Transportation (9)
books, paper backs or remainders
Daily
at the State Book Shop. Any ap
proved oil company or other credit
Phone
Address
Name
10:30-3:30
2,1 will be 9IndlY 9"T‘P’ed
ordr blank Enalinte
Send
;n
handy
of
days)
Enclose
$
(No
Run Ad
cash or check. Make
out to
297-4797
389 So. First St.
Open Itleeday thru Friday 9 to 9
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Starting Data
Saturday until 6 p ns.
Phone 294 5414 Ert 2466
APPOVAPV11,10.41.111AVVAIPPv.

’65 HONDA 160. 1,600 mi. Like new.
Offer. 699 Locoln Av. 293-3449.
_
’50 GMC 1/2 T. pickup. Good condition.
or
241.3530.
292-9947
$200.
62 AUSTIN HEALEY. 4 str. Perf. cond.
Blk. Chr. wheels. Red leather int. Faculty
member sell. to buy house. $1895. 2937281 aft. 5.
CADILLAC LIMOSINE. 1954. Seats 10
comfortably. Exc. cond. 251-2326.
’56 CHEV. Auto. 4-dr. V.8. R/H. 2972877. $250.
’61 CHEV IMPALA CONV. V-8. New
fact. top. All power. Easy finance. 3253380.

Ski Trip Set

I bV..1

KSJS To Present
Christmas Program
KSJS-FM,
90.7
megacycles,
closes out its Christmas season
progranuning tonight by airing the
complete tape of last year’s SJS
Music Department’s presentation
of Handel’s "Messiah."
The program is scheduled to begin at 7 p.m.
A limited number of spaces
available

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS
FROM EUROPE
Paris

San Francisco

July 29, 1966 or Aug. 3, 1966
For Faculty, Staff, Students of
The California State Colleges
for information:
Office of International Programs
California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
Fare: -$225 one way

NQ47

tft

A. R. T.
presents
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
finest

"CAT ON A
HOT TIN ROOF"
Directed by W. Hotsck

ACTORS REPERTORY
THEATER
25 W. San Salvador
Last Two Days
TOMORROW & SATURDAY
8:30 p.m.
Students BIM
Adults $2.00
for reservations call 2974797

GAS
249
269
Regular

Ethyl

Guaranteed
Major Oil Co. Gas
Cigs
Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels
Ajax Cleanser

*
TH E SKI OUTFITTERS
SALES-REPAIRS-RENTALS
Open 10-9 Mon.Fri., Sat. to 6 p.m.

Puritan Oil Co.

"Charge It"

State Book Shop

4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

244-0880
440 So. Winchester
Opposite the Mystery Haus*

13th & Julian

Save
35%
on All
Your
Christmas
Gifts
at
VAUGHN’S

Faculty Buffet
Slated for Sunday
In SJS Cafeteria

PAUL’S
CYCLES

50
100
100
50

w/Minimum Purchase

Ct.

44,
4/CEtk ’

150

Open every day until
Christmas from
9:30 to 9:00
GIFT CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE
125 S. 4th Street
Across from SJS library.

STATE MEAT MARKET

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

292-7726

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail

- THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS -

2
GROUND BEEF
VEAL SHOULDER CHOPS
BEEF ROAST
75
790
RIB STEAK
lbs. 894
lb. 594
lb.

lb.

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Witehesole to Frofornifies, Sororities and Boarding Nooses

-./

